An Integrated Motive Based Consumer Segmentation for Karaoke TV (KTV) and Service Strategy
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Abstract

Motivation is the drive of an individual behavior and is highly related to what people talk and behave while Segmentation is an important marketing concept for business to understand the demand of consumer and formulate marketing strategy to fulfill consumer demand. An integrated model is developed in this research to segment Karaoke TV (KTV) consumer based on both their positive and negative motivations simultaneously with empirical data. Four segments are recognized as “Not fond of KTV group (6%)”, “Having slightly bad KTV experience with low self-confidence to singing group (29%)”, “Having bad KTV experience with slightly self-confidence to singing (47%)”, and “Social oriented singing star (18%)”. Service strategy is further explored for each segment.
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1. Introduction

Segmentation is an important marketing concept for business to understand the demand of consumer and formulate marketing strategy. In today’s busy and modern life, singing is an important recreation activity to help alleviate pressure. Hence, since 1990, Karaoke television-set (KTV) which is a form of interactive musical entertainment service has provided independent private room and interactive musical facilities for consumers to sing songs with friends or family is an important recreation activity in Taiwan [1] [2]. KTV service as a kind of recreation activities but is not free faces a keener competition because the recreation activities are more and more diversified and local government constructs many green and free public parks and places with holding many festival and activities to attract people to participate and consume [3] [4], so how to segment KTV consumer and establish service strategy to help expand the market and revenue is an important issue.

Past researches indicate that motivation to drive consumer to KTV consumption is complicated. Both positive motivation and negative motivation coexisted and would influence the consumption behavior of consumers to
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KTV [3] [4]. Therefore, how to segment KTV consumers based on their positive and negative motivation simultaneously and establish service strategy to attract consumer and content their need to help expand the market and revenue is an important issue to be studied.

2. Theoretical Background

2.1. Karaoke TV (KTV)

Karaoke television-set (KTV) means Karaoke with television-set. The origin of Karaoke television-set (KTV) is Karaoke comes from Japan [2]. Karaoke is singing in a public stage with the accompaniment of an orchestra without anybody. In the early 1980, Karaoke is introduced to Taiwan. However, Karaoke need consumer with courage to sing in the public but not the case for everyone. Hence, the popularity of Karaoke is limited [5]. Karaoke was combined with a television-set in an independent and private room by business in Taiwan and developed a new type of recreation service called Karaoke television-set (KTV) in the early 1990 [2].

For consumer, KTV service is a place provides an independent and private room for consumer to sing with a vocal accompaniment video tape broadcasted on a larger television and stereo facility. Beverage and meal is also provided for consumer [6].

The characteristics of the service itself that would attract consumer such as having special atmosphere, exciting facilities, or convenient location are commonly positive motivations and are the pull power for recreations activities [5] [6]. For KTV consumption, previous studies recognized “Nice general services setting and quality”, “Located in urban flourishing business district,” “Wonderful singing related facilities,” and “Located in recreation and entertainment district.” as four pull power of KTV service [3] [4].

2.2. Motivation of Karaoke TV (KTV) Consumption

In psychology field, motivation is the drive of an individual behavior. Moreover, motivation is highly related to what people talk and behave. Motivation is the drive of an individual behavior [7]. There are positive and negative motivations that can induce individual behavior reaction [7]-[9].

“Positive motivation” is an inner drive that would guide individual behavior while “negative motivation” would resist individual behavior [7] [8]. Positive motivation induced by need, active personality learning or past bad experience while negative motivations induced by past bad experience, knowledge, shy personality, or poor personal ability are internal psychological obstacles that will resist consumer to do leisure activity.

KTV is a “heterologous space for experiencing imagination” and “the great decoration of the independent and private room [10].” The living room like design of the KTV room provides a place for consumer to have and share fun with friends. The KTV room is an isolated, safety, and private place and can make a small group abandon themselves to sing songs without any disturbance. The songs called for singing, the stars that perform the songs, and the vocal accompaniment video tape in the KTV room all can be the topic to talk and induce pleasant feeling of interpersonal relationship. Accordingly, the stateroom of KTV leads to stronger and closer interpersonal relationship among people in the room [10].

Previous researches proposed the motives drive consumer to KTV includes organizing a social party for family or friends, having flow across each other with family or friends, seeking for entertainment and exciting, escaping daily routine and forgetting trouble, practicing singing, relaxing stress, venting feeling or emotion, contenting the feeling to be a start [11]-[13]. Recently, KTV related recognized “Improve interpersonal relationship through self-expression by singing songs”, “Entertainment”, and “Organizing a social party”, as three main positive motivations that would drive consumer to KTV [3].

Consumer may have internal psychological obstacles to go to KTV because of their past bad KTV consumption experience, shy personality, poor singing skill or knowledge and information about KTV service comes from media or friends. Therefore, there also exist negative motivations that would resist consumer to KTV. Previous researches proposed the negative motivations that would resist consumer to KTV include “Singing hardware and software is bad” and “Low self-confidence to singing in KTV” [4]. “Singing hardware and software is bad” is comes from past bad KTV consumption experience while “Low self-confidence to singing in KTV” is originated from personality or past experience.

Since motivation is the drive of an individual behavior and is highly related to what people talk and behave and both positive and negative motivations existed for consumer to KTV. The structure of motivations of KTV consumer is complicated. How to segment KTV consumer based on their positive and negative motivations and
formulate service strategy is an important issue.

3. Research Model and Methodology

The first step of this research is segment KTV consumer by both positive and negative motivations. After recognize motivation based KTV consumer segmentations, based on the discussions in previous sections, this research develop hypothesis to be empirical tested as below to help formulate service strategy.

**H1: KTV service characteristics are positively related to the positive motivation of consumer.**

**H2: KTV service characteristics are negatively related to the negative motivation of consumer.**

KTV service characteristics, positive motivation of KTV consumer and negative motivation of KTV consumer are measured through measurement scales developed by previous studies [3] [4].

Likert seven point scale from very disagree to very agree is used to measure all items. All the questionnaires were answered by the KTV consumer in Taiwan.

Factor analysis is used to extract the factors of Pull power of KTV service and push power of internal demand. Hierarchical clustering was used to cluster individual by both positive motivation and negative motivation of KTV consumer. Regression is used to validate the assumptions developed to help formulate service strategy.

4. Result

Four hundred questionnaires were delivered and 261 valid questionnaires received, representing an effective response rate of 65%.

Results of factor analysis indicated that KMO values of KTV service characteristics, positive motivation of KTV consumer and negative motivation of KTV consumer are all above 0.84 and Bartlett's Test of Sphericity for each construct is also significant at p-value < 0.01.

Four factors are extracted for KTV service characteristics and 67.8% of variance is extracted. Those factors are “V11: Nice general services setting and quality”, “V12: Located in urban flourishing business district,” “V13: Wonderful singing related facilities,” and “V14: Located in recreation and entertainment district.”

Three factors are extracted for positive motivation of KTV consumer and 61.2% of variance is extracted. Those factors are “V21: Improve interpersonal relationship through self-expression by singing songs,” “V22: Entertainment,” and “V23: Organizing a social party.”

Two factors are extracted for negative motivation of KTV consumer and 63.2% of variance is extracted. These two factors are “V31: Singing hardware and software is bad” and “V32: Low self-confidence to singing in KTV.”

Hierarchical clustering is used to segment KTV consumer based on their positive and negative motivations. Four segments are recognized as Figure 1 shows and are named as “Not fond of KTV group (6%),” “Having slightly bad KTV experience with low self-confidence to singing group (29%),” “Having bad KTV experience with slightly self-confidence to singing (47%),” and “Social oriented singing star (18%).”

The regression analysis result for each motivation segment indicates the standardized path coefficients and $R^2$ for each regression function in this study is presented in Figure 2.

![Figure 1. KTV segmentation.](image-url)
Figure 2. Regression analysis result for each motivation segments.

For “Not fond of KTV group (6%)” The $R^2$ values for “Improve interpersonal relationship through self-expression by singing”, “Entertainment”, “Organizing a social party”, “Singing hardware and software is bad”, and “Low self-confidence to singing” are approaching 0.14, 0.12, 0.09, 0.22, and 0.12, respectively. “Nice general services setting and quality” is only significantly negatively related to “Low self-confidence to singing”. “Located in urban flourishing business district” is not significantly related to all five KTV motivations. “Wonderful singing related facilities” is only significantly negatively related to “Singing hardware and software is bad”. “Located in recreation and entertainment district” is significantly positively related to “Improve interpersonal relationship through self-expression by singing” and “Entertainment” while it is significantly negative related to both “Singing hardware and software is bad” and “Low self-confidence to singing”.

For “Having slightly bad KTV experience with low self-confidence to sing (29%)” The $R^2$ values for “Improve interpersonal relationship through self-expression by singing”, “Entertainment”, “Organizing a social party”, “Singing hardware and software is bad”, and “Low self-confidence to singing” are approaching 0.08, 0.04, 0.12, 0.05, and 0.15, respectively. “Nice general services setting and quality” is not significantly related to all five KTV motivations. “Located in urban flourishing business district” is significantly negatively related to both “Singing hardware and software is bad” and “Low self-confidence to singing”. “Wonderful singing related facilities” is only significantly negatively related to “Singing hardware and software is bad”. “Located in recreation and entertainment district” is only significantly positively related to “Entertainment”.

For “Having bad KTV experience with slightly self-confidence to singing (47%)” The $R^2$ values for “Improve interpersonal relationship through self-expression by singing”, “Entertainment”, “Organizing a social party”, “Singing hardware and software is bad”, and “Low self-confidence to singing” are approaching 0.09, 0.06, 0.11, 0.04, and 0.25, respectively. “Nice general services setting and quality” is not significantly related to all five KTV motivations. “Located in urban flourishing business district” is significantly positively related to “Organizing a social party” and significantly negatively related to “Low self-confidence to singing”. “Wonderful singing
related facilities” is significantly positively related to “Organizing a social party” and significantly negatively related to “Singing hardware and software is bad” and “Low self-confidence to singing”. “Located in recreation and entertainment district” is not significantly related to all five KTV motivations.

For “Social oriented singing star (18%)” The $R^2$ values for “Improve interpersonal relationship through self-expression by singing”, “Entertainment”, “Organizing a social party”, “Singing hardware and software is bad”, and “Low self-confidence to singing” are approaching 0.36, 0.50, 0.20, 0.40, and 0.05, respectively. “Nice general services setting and quality” is significantly positively related to “Organizing a social party” and “Singing hardware and software is bad” while it is significantly negatively related to “Entertainment”. “Located in urban flourishing business district” is significantly positively related to “Improve interpersonal relationship through self-expression by singing”, “Organizing a social party” and “Singing hardware and software is bad”. “Wonderful singing related facilities” is significantly positively related to “Entertainment” and significantly negatively related to “Singing hardware and software is bad”. “Located in recreation and entertainment district” is significantly positively related to “Entertainment” and is significantly negatively related to “Singing hardware and software is bad”.

5. Conclusions

According to the result of this research, the positive motivations of consumer to KTV would spur consumers to KTV while negative motivations of consumers to KTV would build obstacles to resist consumer to KTV. The pull power is induced by the KTV service itself. Three main positive motivations of consumer to KTV that are confirmed by this research are “Improve interpersonal relationship through self-expression by singing”, “Entertainment” and “Organizing a social party”. The two main internal psychological obstacles for consumer to KTV confirmed by this research are “Singing hardware and software is bad” and “Low self-confidence to singing”. The pull powers induced by the service characteristics of the KTV itself are “nice general services setting and quality”, “located in urban flourishing business district”, “wonderful singing related facilities”, and “located in recreation and entertainment district”. Some of the pull power induced by the service itself would help increase positive motivations of consumers to KTV and decrease the internal psychological obstacles of consumers to KTV.

Based on consumer positive and negative motivations, four KTV consumer segments are recognized and are named as “Not fond of KTV group (6%)”, “Having slightly bad KTV experience with low self-confidence to singing group (29%)”, “Having bad KTV experience with slightly self-confidence to singing (47%)”, and “Social oriented singing star (18%)”.

For a consumer who is “Not fond of KTV”, allocating KTV in recreation and entertainment districts with wonderful singing related facilities and nice general hardware and service outside the KTV room such as the lobby setting is good for them to eliminate their bad KTV consumption experience due to bad singing facilities and can make them have courage to singing in KTV and help improve interpersonal relationship and entertaining.

For “Having slightly bad KTV experience with low self-confidence to singing” consumers, allocating KTV in urban flourishing business districts with wonderful singing related facilities can help eliminate their bad KTV consumption experience due to bad singing facilities and can make them have courage to singing in KTV. While allocating KTV recreation and entertainment districts with wonderful singing related facilities can make them have courage to singing in KTV.

For “Having bad KTV experience with slightly self-confidence to singing (47%)” consumers, allocating KTV in urban flourishing business districts with wonderful singing related facilities will help them to organize a social party and eliminate their bad KTV consumption experience due to bad singing facilities and can make them have courage to singing in KTV.

For “Social oriented singing star” consumers, allocating KTV in urban flourishing business districts with wonderful singing related facilities and nice general hardware and service outside the KTV room such as the lobby setting can help eliminate their bad KTV consumption experience due to bad singing facilities and is good for them to improve interpersonal relationship, entertaining and organizing a social party. Moreover, allocating KTV in recreation and entertainment districts with wonderful singing related facilities and nice general hardware and service outside the KTV room such as the lobby setting can help eliminate their bad KTV consumption experience due to bad singing facilities and is good for them to improve interpersonal relationship, entertaining
and organizing a social party.
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